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JetSmarter's  dis ruptive efforts  seem to have paid off. Image credit: JetSmarter

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Flight solution provider Vista Global Holdings is acquiring private aviation firm XOJet, increasing is offerings to 115
business jets.

Also the owner of VistaJet, Vista Global will now have control of XOJet's 43 aircrafts, strengthening the company's
presence in North America. The XOJet brand will remain in tact, operating under the Vista Global company.

"The journey started when I first saw an opportunity in the fragmented and inconsistent offering across the industry,"
said Thomas Flohr, founder and chairman of Vista Global, in a statement. "Vista Global's mission is to provide
customer-centric solutions for every segment of business aviation and today's announcement is a major step in that
direction.

"This acquisition is the perfect addition to our global business. XOJet's strength in North America and its reputation
for offering great value perfectly complement VistaJet and the other businesses in the group," he said.

Strengthening offerings
The XOJet acquisition brings Vista Global's employee numbers to 1,500 over 20 offices around the world.

Vista Global has reported that XOJet saw an increase of 12 percent in revenue and 22 percent in off-fleet business
growth revenue.

"I am incredibly proud to be making today's announcement, which will see our company become part of a fantastic
family of brands," said Bradley Stewart, chairman and CEO of XOJet, in a statement. "Becoming part of Vista Global
will enable XOJet to achieve our dream of becoming a truly global business, providing us with the very best
technology and infrastructure.

"I believe that Vista Global and XOJet are fundamentally aligned in our commitment to serving clients," he said. "I
am looking forward to working with the Vista Global team and its companies in the future."
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XOJets  has  named two new executives . Image credit: XOJet

Prior to the acquisition, XOJet looked to build on its recent growth with two new appointments.

James Henderson has been promoted to president of commercial operations, while Gregg Slow has been named
chief client officer. Last year, XOJet grew its bookings by 30 percent, and it is  focusing on client experiences to drive
further expansion (see story).
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